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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Truck had a windshield
crack on the bottom across the whole thing nothing was in the write up about it would have
save a trip I called the dealer he did not call me. I drove from 2 hours away. I'm just going say I
was very happy to have found a honest dealership and handled everything as professionals.
The dealer was rude and very dry. He responded to my emails quickly but was rude in the email
While trying to get information about the car he walked away. I had a mechanic look at the car
the dealer has it overpriced the dealer told me to take my money elsewhere. The car is not
levelers and the passenger side door is replaced with duck tape to mimic the leather that should
be there. Very unprofessional I will not recommend anyone. Customer service is key and these
people are money hungry. Carlos is the man!! He answered all my questions quickly and
honestly. He made the car buying experience simple and easy. Awful the posted pic is NOT the
car on lot. I drove over an hour after calling to ask condition of car. I was told no damage they
could tell. Car was banged up scuffed filthy all the cars on the lot were awful. Stay away from
this pkace. The owner spoke with me and gave me additional information about the vehicle. He
even took additional photos of the "bad" of the vehicle and offered to negotiate a different price
point. Great experience considering I didn't end up purchasing the vehicle. Not pushy at all but
very understanding. I would recommend Pioneers Auto Broker. If I'm ever in the market for
another vehicle, I would contact them again:. I called the dealership to schedule an
appointment. The car was ready for us when we got there, it was as advertised. The guys were
great to work with. Wonderful customer service! Will definitely return in the future for another
vehicle! Thank you for helping my roommate get herself a car She was nice. She left a voicemail
and I am working a lot right now and unable to respond. The entire experience was great, we
were working with an experienced, professional, and genuine team. Danny was awesome! He
even changed his work schedule to could accommodate ours! We will absolutely use the Jim
Clark team again in the future. One of the better used car buying experiences i have had. They
weren't pushy or manipulating like many of my past experiences. The dealership was great to
work with! They did not waste our time were upfront from the beginning. They got us in and out!
This was by far the easiest and fastest vehicle I have ever purchased! The response was timely.
The only fault is the fault of most dealers. That being the failure to give customers an "Out the
door price". You would think in these times businesses would be more open to people walking
thru the door with a hand full of cash, but that doesn't seem to be the case. Its always a song
and dance. Was very uninviting, spoke to over the phone inquiring about a vehicle. Was willing
to pay full price but made a offer 2k less than asking price. The response was " absolutely not "
lost a sale because they didn't care to create a line of communication. Funny enough I was
actually looking to buy two vehicles. Yes and I purchased the vehicle service was wonderful and
it was quick and easy the best place I have ever purchased a vehicle would recommend my
family and friends to go there. The sales person was very knowledgeable and very nice and
friendly like we knew each other for quiet some times and I will visit again when doing my car
shopping thanks a lot guys at auto mart. I called them, and got the info and picture I needed to
determine the car I was interested in. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to show up - since it was
pretty distant to my location. Nonetheless, I am grateful for the info and timely response.
Prompt response and car information provided. A backup call performed by the sale
representative. Vehicles not the quality represented. Neither Land Rover had operable air
suspensions and dealer failed to disclose until we drove miles to test drive. Overall experience
was great! Eva was great! She answered all my questions and gave me all the info I needed!
Stopped in to see the vehicle and was told that it was already sold. Received an email the next
day saying it was still available. In addition, the sales guy I spoke with originally didn't seem to
know the vehicle I was talking about. With the number of cars on their lot, that shouldn't
happen. Inside adjustments include new trim, a passenger-side storage compartment, and
redesigned control panels. The optional Sport package gives you a handsome body-colored
grille, polished 4-inch exhaust tips, inch wheels, and a 6-speed automatic Driver Shift control
that allows you to switch to manual. The technological upgrades center around entertainment
with an optional Bose 5. The 3. The 4-door SRX seats 7 in two rows and an optional seat in the
back that you can fold. Cargo space comes out to Drivers say that the Cadillac SRX combines
elegant style with solid performance. The engine runs quietly and owners enjoy the smooth
handling. However, reviewers would appreciate higher gas mileage. Overall, while flashier
models like the Escalade cast a long shadow, the SRX certainly deserves its own place in the
sun. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,

mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Cadillac Dealer. Image
Not Available. Ann Onymous. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! When
you buy from Timeless Motorcars you are purchasing customer service as well as a car with
assured and a Dealer who stand behind their inventory. We stand behind our product and offer
a variety of warranty options with every vehicle as well. We have the ability to get almost
everyone financed through our lenders with Rates as low as 2. Shipping available across the
country. Looking for additional peace of mind? Ask your salesperson about an extended
warranty. Timeless Motorcars. Special internet prices are based on a one-time payment such as
cash checks certified funds etc. For vehicles financed finance charges will be applied and will
be greater than the price listed online. We reserve the rights to end this listing or any other
listings at any time should the vehicle no longer be available for sale and sales prices are
subject to change without notice. Timeless Motorcars make every effort to provide the best
possible service to our customers and list the vehicles accurate information online. However
this information is provided to us by a third party such as manufacturers auctions history
reports and other sources. Timeless Motorcars will not be responsible for any service records
numbers or type of previous ownership. It is the customers sole responsibility to verify any
information listed online prior to their purchase. Visit Timeless Motorcars online at We believe
that a proper Cadillac dealer should serve the needs of their customers by providing the best in
new and used cars that meet their needs. We offer the Cadillac Experience that specializes in
one of the most recognized and popular lines of vehicles made in the USA. The emphasis here
is when a customer is looking for a new or used car, they can find the best deals possible that
fit their budget as well as their driving needs. We are the only dealer in Miami Beach that offers
you a wide selection of great New and Preowned Models that will provide you with the style,
comfort, power and performance that you deserve. It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. We are open and ready to serve
you! Shop safely and conveniently from the comfort of your home! Contact us today to
schedule a virtual walkaround. Local home delivery is now available! Odometer is miles below
market average! Please call us at to schedule a test drive. Se Hablo Espanol! While great effort
is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site, errors do occur such as trim
level, bed size, options. Please verify all information with a customer service representative. See
dealership for details. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented
to the user as is without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. Although we try to remove SOLD units as quickly as possible, due to our
high inventory turnover it is possible that some may remain online so please call in advance to
ensure that the vehicle of interest is in stock. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of the information on this site, errors do occur so please verify information with a customer
service representative. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership.
Midway Chevrolet is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design Gone are
the days of SUVs being the size of a tank and handling like one. It is incomparable for the price
and quality. For starters, the GM 3. Also standard is StabiliTrak, which can reduce engine or
wheel speed as conditions dictate. Goodyear tires ride on handsome inch painted cast
aluminum wheels, which are bolted to very capable four wheel anti-lock disc brakes. Other
standard amenities include power front bucket seats, a tilting leather-wrapped steering wheel
with redundant audio and climate controls, power windows and locks, remote keyless entry, a
complimentary year of OnStar service, and parking assist. All these standard features on top of
an SUV that drives on par with its German and Japanese rivals translate to an outstanding value
that should not be ignored. Strengths of this model include upgraded interior now on par with
good looking exterior. Age shouldn't matter for this wagon. How much does the Cadillac SRX
cost? Its a v6 Blue Chip wagon that has room for both passengers and cargo. We are a small,
local, family owned business that is small enough to know you personally, but big enough to
serve you properly. We are not buy here, pay here. We finance through various banks.
Interested in this vehicle? Please call or visit us at Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 8
cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? New Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Not
provided. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Always bought

new before but this 10 year old SRX looks and feels almost new. Nicest car I've ever owned:
most comfortable and most features. The only disappointment is the ride - a little truck like on
anything other than smooth pavement. Now I know why I never had a Cadillac before: I can't
afford the repairs. Only about , miles on the car and the alternator had to be replaced. Also, the
battery, because it ran down too low more than once as the alternator was failing. Then the
transmission failed and had to be replaced. SO, now I'll have this car forever because it isn't
worth how much I've put into it on repairs. At least it gets better MPG than the van it replaced,
and it's not our primary vehicle. Such a nice, comfortsble car. And it easily tows my pound boat.
MOst of my towing is less than 20 miles and mostly on flat terrain. Still really like it for the
comfort, convenience and better MPG. No more repairs.! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Always bought new before but this 10 year old SRX looks and feels almost new. Nicest car I've
ever owned: most comfortable and most features. The only disappointment is the ride - a little
truck like on anything other than smooth pavement. Now I know why I never had a Cadillac
before: I can't afford the repairs. Only about , miles on the car and the alternator had to be
replaced. Also, the battery, because it ran down too low more than once as the alternator was
failing. Then the transmission failed and had to be replaced. SO, now I'll have this car forever
because it isn't worth how much I've put into it on repairs. At least it gets better MPG than the
van it replaced, and it's not our primary vehicle. Such a nice, comfortsble car. And it easily tows
my pound boat. MOst of my towing is less than 20 miles and mostly on flat terrain. Still really
like it for the comfort, convenience and better MPG. No more repairs.! This is my first Cadillac. I
always thought of it as an older person's vehicle. I have one child who plays hockey and so I felt
the SRX was a great size for room and comfort on road trips. I am only getting 15 miles to the
gallon, with a V6, but so far that is the only disappointing feature. It now has 90K miles. The car
has been very reliable, and we've only ever paid for routine maintenance. There are a few
problems you should be aware of. The care was sold after experiencing a rear wheel bearing
failure. The wheel bearing failure left us stranded at the side of the road with absolutely no help
from the Cadillac dealership where we serviced the car. They would not even arrange a tow
truck. The car performed as I stated, and I would not change the rating. I would caution a
prospective Cadillac owner, however, to be extra-diligent in assessing your dealership
experience before buying any Cadillac product. This Cadillac has everything I wanted in a new
vehicle: great looks; smooth, powerful acceleration; comfortable ride; and attractive, well
appointed interior with many driver convenience features. Since my car is also my part-time
office, I wanted a vehicle in which I could enjoy time spent in it. Now I prefer my moving office to
my stationary one! The Cadillac SRX is much more than just transportation. Not that great on
gas, especially city, then again I brought a Cadillac, I've had this car about month now, it had ,
miles on it when I purchased it, my wife thought I was crazy, but I did my homework. I ran it
through AutoCheck Ran it through Car Facts, which show the car was completely serviced ,
miles, which included brakes, plugs, filters all around, rear end, and all electric components,
and sunroof by the dealership. I will still keep you posted as time goes on, and she still keep the
crazy in reserve. As everybody else we started off with the tires curse. Front driver tire had to
have a Sensor replaced, driver rear tire had two slow leaks, had to have that fixed, and really
that it so far. Will keep you posted. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the SRX. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Performance Interior Comfort Reliability. More than just
transportation S. For a old car it runs pretty good me. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related
to the SRX. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

